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	Programming knowledge is often necessary for finding a solution to a biological problem. Based on the author’s experience working for an agricultural biotechnology company, Python for Bioinformatics helps scientists solve their biological problems by helping them understand the basics of programming. Requiring no prior knowledge of programming-related concepts, the book focuses on the easy-to-use, yet powerful, Python computer language.


	The book begins with a very basic introduction that teaches the principles of programming. It then introduces the Biopython package, which can be useful in solving life science problems. The next section covers sophisticated tools for bioinformatics, including relational database management systems and XML. The last part illustrates applications with source code, such as sequence manipulation, filtering vector contamination, calculating DNA melting temperature, parsing a genbank file, inferring splicing sites, and more. The appendices provide a wealth of supplementary information, including instructions for installing Python and Biopython and a Python language and style guide.


	By incorporating examples in biology as well as code fragments throughout, the author places a special emphasis on practice, encouraging readers to experiment with the code. He shows how to use Python and the Biopython package for building web applications, genomic annotation, data manipulation, and countless other applications.
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In My Time of Dying: A History of Death and the Dead in West AfricaPrinceton Press, 2021

	
		An in-depth look at how mortuary cultures and issues of death and the dead in Africa have developed over four centuries

		

		In My Time of Dying is the first detailed history of death and the dead in Africa south of the Sahara. Focusing on a region that is now present-day Ghana, John Parker explores...
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Comparing and Merging Files with GNU diff and patchNetwork Theory, 2003
This manual describes how to use GNU diff and patch to compare and merge files.

GNU diff and patch are free software. The term "free software" is sometimes misunderstood — it has nothing to do with price. It is about freedom. It refers to your freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and improve the software. With...
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Alison Balter's Mastering Microsoft(R) Office Access 2007 DevelopmentSams Publishing, 2007
Microsoft Office 2007 is a major upgrade from the last version of Office; Access will also be greatly revised. Alison Balter is the name that Access developers will trust to guide them through Access 2007's new features. She has the rare ability to take complex topics and explain them clearly, as shown by the success of her ten previous books on...
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Adobe Photoshop Unmasked: The Art and Science of Selections, Layers, and PathsAdobe Press, 2006
As the feature list of Adobe Photoshop continues to grow, even users with years of experience can feel overwhelmed by the many tools and methods for selecting or isolating parts of an image. Layers, channels, paths, clipping masks, layer masks, vector masks, the Pen tool, Magic Wand, and so on Ð²Ð‚” all let users work on specific regions...
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Java Data ObjectsO'Reilly, 2003
This book, written by the JDO Specification Lead and one of the key contributors to the JDO Specification, is the definitive work on the JDO API.  It gives you a thorough introduction to JDO, starting with a simple application that demonstrates many of JDO's capabilities.  It shows you how to make classes persistent, how JDO maps persistent classes...
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Exploring PythonMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Given so many other programming languages in the world, why should you learn Python
	as your first exposure to computer programming? Well, the real answer is that your
	instructor selected the both the language and this textbook for the course, so what choice
	do you have? Nonetheless, let me explain why this was a very good decision.
...
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